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试卷及答案 PartⅠ Section A: 1. Between 1897 and 1919 at least 29

motion pictures in which artificial beings were portrayed _____. A.

had produced B. have been produced C. would have produced D.

had been produced 2. There ought to be less anxiety over the

perceived risk of getting cancer than ___ in the public mind today.

A. exists B. exist C. existing D. existed 3. The professor can hardly

find sufficient grounds _____ his argument in favor of the new

theory. A. which to base on B. on which to base C. to base on which

D. which to be based on 4. ________ can help but be fascinated by

the world into which he is taken by the science fiction. A. Everybody

B. Anybody C. Somebody D. Nobody 5. How many of us ___, say,

a meeting that is irrelevant to us would be interested in the

discussion? A. attended B. Attending C. to attend D. have attended

6. Hydrogen is the fundamental element of the universe ____ it

provides he building blocs from which the other elements are

produced. A. so that B. but that C. in that D. provided that 7. We are

taught that a business letter should be written in a formal style ____

in a personal one. A. rather than B. Other than C. better than D. less

than 8. ______ is generally accepted, economical growth is

determined by the smooth development of production. A. What B.

That C. It D. As 9. It is believed that todays pop music can serve as a

creative force ____ stimulating the thinking of its listeners. A. by B.



with C. at D. on 10. Just as the soil is a part of the earth, _____ the

atmosphere. A. as it is B. the same as C. so is D. and so is Section B(

改错): ll . The conveniences that Americans desire reflecting not so

much a leisurely lifestyle as a A B busy lifestyle in which even minutes

of time are too valuable to be wasted. C D 12. In debating one must

conect the opponents facts, deny the relevance of his proof, or deny

A that what he presents as proof, unless relevant , is sufficient. B C D

13 . We are not conscious of the extent of which provides the

psychological satisfaction that can A B C make the difference

between a full and an empty life. D 14. The Portuguese give a great

deal of credit to one man for having promoted sea travel, that A B C

man was Prince Henry the navigator, who lived in the 15th century.

D 15 . Accounts of scientific experiments are generally correct for

those write about science are A B C careful in checking the accuracy

of their reports. D 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直接下

载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


